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Abstract— Tenants lease business applications in form of SaaS (Software as a Service) and their administrators are involved in only adding and modifying the data-processing code in order to operate their specific logics by using a web-based development framework. Especially, customizing of business logics of SaaS applications makes a tenant administrator easy and rapid development by focusing on the data-processing code without concerning about the designing application, administrating database system, and making other additional implementation code. Therefore, the issues of customizing business logics are interesting and challengeable in the SaaS domain. In this paper, we propose the web-based development framework to generate custom business logics of SaaS applications and the runtime engine to process the changes based on the multi-tenant execution environment. The generating and executing custom business logics is core feature and scheduled to be integrated with the SaaS platform, SaaSpia™, which has been developed in ETRI from 2009.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Software as a Service (Software as a Service) is a one-to-many software delivery model in which both application and host environment are centrally managed and shared with several companies who lease and use application services [1].

Independent Software Vendor (ISV) have sold software targeting mass marketing, however, they have specialized to provide specialized applications and services for a particular company’s requirements. In the concept of SaaS, Service Delivery Platform (SDP) allows economy of scale by providing services based on “single instance multi-tenancy” [2]. Furthermore, diverse platforms in the type of an infrastructure have been existed until now. However, in the perspective of reflecting diverse requirements, these platforms fall short of multitenancy supportive customization capability.

More requirements from enterprise companies are making SDPs to offer multitenancy and customizability [3][4][5], which make the new economies of scale. We investigate the addition of instance-level information to generate business logic code at runtime and the on-the-fly execution of business logic codes. Our suggested approach is included in the scope of the scheduled progress until 2011.

This paper described multitenant supportive customization architecture, in addition to instance-level business logic customization at runtime and execution. This paper consists of the following sections: Chapter 2 describes SaaS customization architecture. Chapter 3 proposes the instance-level business logic customization based on the SaaS hosting platform foundation. In Chapter 4, related works are described and we conclude in Chapter 5.
customization information about new and updated business logics and execute the logics from the user interfaces.

For tenant’s satisfaction, the runtime code generation and execution is meaningful especially in SaaS SDP because it can support to make not yet implemented code available in runtime platform on the fly. Furthermore, our suggested approach allows multitenants to modify and generate Java based business logics and make relationship with the specific UI component in order to be invoked from that UI component.

Figure 1 shows the architecture of SaaS platform in the perspective of service customization and it is composed of the modules named as Request Dispatcher, UI Renderer, Configurator, Runtime Execution Engine, and Repository.

The Request Dispatcher is used to pass the current request to another page for service requests. The UI Renderer reads the structured components and configuration information, and display new pages by interpreting it. With the Configurator module, a tenant administrator can describe his/her customization requirements to modify UIs, business logics, and data schemas of services.

The Runtime Execution Engine provides the facilities such as dynamic code generation, compilation, and loading at runtime. Therefore, custom business codes can be dynamically generated at runtime and to be executed for execution requests.

The Repository stores information about tenants, configuration actions, and core applications shared by multi-tenants and provides functions of retrieval of the stored data to each tenant.

### III. Instance-Level Business Logic Customization

Until now, we have shown the customization support of SaaS platform. The function of customization makes the shared core SaaS application to be modified adequately for the use by multitenants. In the SaaS customization, the important artifact is metadata because metadata are generated and stored as customization information of each tenant.

In this paper, we describe how to generate new business logic in runtime and update the logic to the hosting platform on the fly. For the customization of instance-level business logic, we classify the business logic into three kinds of metadata.

#### A. Classification of Business Logic Metadata

1) **SQL DML statement**: SQL statements especially for data manipulation can be re-defined. Therefore, the query statement deals with commands for data manipulation through select, insert, update, and delete queries. The select statement is used to retrieve rows from the database and has the most complicated structure among other SQL statements. When a tenant administrator customizes SQL queries, he/she should know which databases, tables, and columns are used to manipulate data.

2) **Logic code**: After defining a SQL statement, tenant administrators can develop Java-based business logics in which the SQL statement is embedded. In the logic code, program code is defined and the value retrieved from execution of queries can be manipulated and stored in host variables. The key and value pairs are returned and the returned values will be represented.

3) **Logic script**: Through a logic script, the simple operations such as sum, average, and arithmetic operation can be defined with JavaScript and also executed. Compared to Java-based logic code, JavaScript is interpreting language; therefore, it does not need to be compiled and re-loaded in the hosting platform.

Business logics can have two types: one is the SQL statement combined with logic code and the other is the logic script without a SQL query. In this paper, we focus on the first type, that is, the combination of SQL statements and logic codes.

#### B. Customization of Business Logics

1) **Operation definition**: For operation definition, SaaS platform provides tenant administrators with simple operators and templates for developing custom operations. The simple operators are for
arithmetic, sum, average, maximum, and minimum operations. Furthermore, if tenants want to define the specific operation which cannot handle with the simple operators, they can finally define business logic of the operation in Java.

2) **Connection to UI component:** The defined business logic as a code is associated to the specific UI component in the web page and it is executed when the service is requested. Consequently, through this execution process, the UI component can get values to be shown and also display the sent information after post-processing in the side of the UI component itself.

3) **Storing metadata:** Once business logic is defined, it can be stored and re-stored after being re-defined when tenant administrators desire to define new business logic.

Figure 2 shows how business logic metadata to be defined (annotated as 1 and 2 in Figure 2) and associated with a specific UI component (in the number 3) step by step.

![Figure 2. Generation of Metadata-based Business Logic](image)

C. **Execution of Business Logics**

1) **Retrieval of business logic metadata:** When the execution of service’s operation is requested from the browser by a service user, metadata of business logic are retrieved from the configuration information repository. At this point, metadata retrieval is only for the specific tenant and other tenants cannot access to other tenants’ metadata.

2) **Metadata-based code generation:** The retrieved metadata for the query statements, code-based logics, and key-value pair collections are combined into a source code template. The described information of the template becomes new source code.

3) **On-the-fly compilation and loading:** Based on the retrieved metadata, new source code is dynamically generated. After the generated source code is automatically compiled by dynamic compiler, the compiled class file is loaded in the web server.

4) **Execution of service operation:** And then, the service request is processed by invoking operations defined as the metadata-based business logic.

Figure 3 shows internal processing such as metadata retrieval (shown in the number 1 and 2), metadata-based code generation (in the number 3), loading in the SaaS platform after on-the-fly compilation (in the number 4), and execution by invoking business logics (in the number 5). The return values as the result of the specific logic from the execution are displayed in the web page (in the number 6) and consequently they can be shown to end users of the services. During the process of executing business logics, end users of the services are not necessary to know about the following tasks such as metadata retrieval, source code generation, dynamic compilation and re-loading to the hosting platform. The only task of the end users is just requesting service from their browser.

![Figure 3. Execution of Metadata-based Business Logic](image)

IV. **RELATED WORKS**

The Composite Application Framework (Cafe) [8] suggested the generic configurable customizable framework for generating composite cloud application by integrating configured application components with infrastructure components. The Cafe distributes and deploys web-services with customizable components of a cloud application. However, the components are formed as SOA-
based web services. Tenants can show components just as a black box; therefore, if the tenants want to modify content and layout, the Cafe cannot support to modify the internal elements such as business logics and outputs.

Web applications are generally data-centric services [9] [10] and they handle with queries and logics. Therefore, to design of queries is important to the tenant, if necessary; the tenant wants to add and change queries and also define the result sets of the database queries [11]. However, the customization of on-demand software services, the most cases are working with both SOA-based web services and business process. In the case of business process, customization and composition are processed to make model of tenants’ personalized business activities by depicting inputs, outputs, pre-conditions, effects, and QoS [12]. Therefore, the customization is in the level of composing interfaces and adapting inputs and outputs.

The metadata based customization [13] provides the improvements of metadata-based architecture for supporting the dynamic customization. The metadata information in SaaS customization represents the changes that have been made to the data objects to compose SaaS application of the parts during the customization process. And then customization metadata can be applied to the component elements of the whole application.

In this paper, we propose the generic framework to customize code-level business logics and database queries while it still provides support of the properties such as multitenancy supporting customizability and in the code and query level granularity.

Our contributions are as follows: firstly, it is possible to change code-level content by (re-) defining database queries and Java-based codes even though SaaS platform is running. The customization information can be reflected to the platform without stopping and restarting the platform itself in runtime. Secondly, we propose the customization architecture which is separated into functionality and a layout. Through this architecture, tenants can separately modify layout, content information to be identified from the database, and display outputs.

V. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we investigate the method that each tenant can customize the platform-based services, especially business logics by generating new source code with metadata in runtime. The modified logic can be executed when users request. Furthermore, even though the execution environment is being shared by multi-tenants, the customized modules can be separately stored and dynamically reflected only to the users of the tenant that specifies customization information.

The runtime execution of customized business logic included in the SaaS customization platform is in the scope of our project in this year. The facilities such as dynamic code generator, on-the-fly compiler, and dynamic loader are being developed. The configurator module in our SaaS platform was developed for specifying the metadata of code-based business logics through web browser. Integration of these modules with our SaaS platform is scheduled in the end of this year.
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